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Abstract

In this thesis I examine the erotic evidence from the House of the Vettii in Pompeii. I analyze
the erotic wall-paintings in the House of the Vettii (located in rooms b, p, n, t, and x1) and the
erotic graffiti found within the house (located in rooms v and a). I also consider individual
and overarching themes found within the erotic wall-paintings in order to conduct a
comprehensive analysis of the artwork and identify a number of themes in the decorative
programme: erotic abandonment, illicit desire, and demigods that use sexual violence against
mortal women. While I do not come to any unprecedented revelations in my thesis, mine is
the first scholarly work to examine all the erotic evidence from one house.
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Summary for Lay Audience

In this thesis I examine the erotic evidence (evidence which either explicitly or implicitly
alludes to erotic or sexual themes) from the House of the Vettii in Pompeii. The House of the
Vettii was owned by former slaves and contains many cases of artistic erotic evidence found
in wall-paintings/frescoes (artworks painted directly onto the interior walls of Roman houses)
as well as literary erotic evidence in the form of graffiti. The erotic wall-paintings I analyze
are located in rooms b, p, n, t, and x1 and the erotic graffiti I examine are located in rooms v
and a of the House of the Vettii. While previous scholarship has analyzed certain pieces of
the erotic evidence from the House of the Vettii, my work is the first to examine all the erotic
evidence solely from this house.
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Chapter 1

1

State of the Field

Sexuality and gender studies, as well as classical scholarship conducted through this lens,
can provide significant insight into the wall-paintings in the House of the Vettii.
Beginning in 1971, disdain for former ideologies surrounding sexuality and its expression
in society became popular amongst scholars of this generation and also became a sign of
liberation.1

1.1 The History of Sexuality Studies in Classics

Since the 1970s, new approaches to the study of sexuality began to invigorate classical
scholars resulting in an increase of scholarship in this field.2 Moreover, new cultural
approaches to the study of gender and interpretations of gender-roles forced scholars to
re-evaluate these subjects within the field of classical studies.3 As a result of this groundbreaking scholarship, there followed an intense interest in ancient sexuality, leading to a
transformation in sexual discourse in classical scholarship.4 While some classical

1

Jeffery Henderson, The Maculate Muse (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), vii.
Kenneth James Dover, Greek Homosexuality (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 1978), viii.
3
Ibid, vii-viii. On the subject of sexuality studies in classics (and his book) Dover states: “For some, it was
an intellectually liberating event…from the level of anatomical detail to that of philosophical theory,
without inhibitions or reservations…To others, however, [it] was a cause of dismay—even somewhat
threatening to the decorum of the status quo…” Dover also states that an increase in the awareness of the
role of comic drama in ancient civilizations—ancient Athenian civilization in particular—as a social and
political foundation resulted in this literary form functioning as a survey for sexual behaviour.
4
Ibid, vii.
2

2

scholars found this research to be opening up a new realm of intellectual possibilities,
others were appalled by this new perspective.5

One of the results of the sexual revolution and the re-formulation of historical
categories (both occurring in the 1970s) was the systematic study of ancient
homoeroticism.6 This newfound scholarly interest continued to grow over the next 50
years. Kenneth James Dover’s seminal work on homoerotic practice in ancient Greece
was the first scholarly initiative to examine ancient Greek notions of homoerotic
psychology and practices with historical and philological methodologies, using evidence
from literature, iconography, philosophy, mythology, and religion.7 Jeffery Henderson’s
seminal work The Maculate Muse was also published in the 1970s.8 Furthermore, with
Michel Foucault’s work Histoire de la sexualité sparking further interest in ancient Greek
and Roman sexual ideologies, an increase in scholarly awareness and interest in this
subject began and discussion on the role of cultural influence on sexuality was brought to
the fore.9 This scholarship was in part motivated by the constrictive and manipulative
influence of modern-day biases against homosexuality.10 Dover’s research, as a classical
scholar, validated ancient sexuality as a discipline within classical studies.11 His work
was the first of its kind—an in-depth, unrestrained, and factual examination of same-sex
relationships in ancient Greece––creating a new field of scholarly interest.12 This was the

5

Dover, Greek Homosexuality, vii.
Ibid; Henderson, The Maculate Muse, vii; Michel Foucault, Histoire de la sexualité (Paris: Gallimard,
1976). As stated in the foreword of Dover’s Greek Homosexuality, xv: “Following its much-anticipated
publication in 1978, Greek Homosexuality was warmly welcomed by reviewers for what it was: the first
comprehensive, ‘unvarnished’ account of same-sex relationship in ancient Greece and one which laid out
‘the facts’…Crucially, Dover’s standing as a classical scholar…helped to validate ancient sexuality as a
legitimate area of scholarly interest. Dover did not just open up questions, he opened up a whole area of
scholarship.”
7
Dover, Greek Homosexuality, vii.
8
Henderson, The Maculate Muse, vii.
9
See Michel Foucault, Histoire de la sexualité (Paris: Gallimard, 1976) for more information on how
sexuality studies began to intersect with classical studies.
10
Dover, Greek Homosexuality, viii.
11
Ibid, xv.
12
Ibid, xv.
6
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first scholarly work to describe same-sex couplings in ancient Greek art and literature and
to examine sexual ideologies in ancient Greek art, society, and morality.13

Additionally, work advanced in the 1990s by LGBTQ+ and feminist scholarship
drew the attentions of classical scholars to analyze the extent to which literature (such as
Attic comedy and other genres), embodied the ideologies of the androcentric ancient
Greek and Roman societies.14 Moreover, some scholars note that certain views on
sexuality regressed in the early 1990s as a response to “national reversion to sexual
conservatism” due to the influence of various governmental policies in Western
nations.15 In 1999, the field of classical studies gained the first monograph-length
examination into Roman same-sex relationships and ideologies through Craig Arthur
Williams’ Roman Homosexuality.16 This study focused on presenting the realities and
representations of same-sex relationships in ancient Rome in order to conduct an
examination of masculine ideals in ancient Roman society.17

13

Dover, Greek Homosexuality, xxix.
Ibid, ix. Some of this scholarship includes the works of: Mary Margaret Fonow and Judith A. Cook,
Beyond Methodology: Feminist Scholarship as Lived Research (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1991); Ellen Greene, Reading Sappho: Contemporary Approaches (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1996); Barbara F. McManus, Classics & Feminism: Gendering the Classics (New York: Twayne
Publishers, 1997).
15
Dover, Greek Homosexuality, x.
16
Craig Arthur Williams, Roman Homosexuality: Ideologies of Masculinity in Classical Antiquity (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1999), 3-4. In this work, Williams examined prevailing ideologies of masculinity
in ancient Roman discourse by studying the “realities of men’s sexual practice” and “sexual practices
between males in particular”. Williams states: “When I speak of ideologies I refer to the systems of norms,
values, and assumptions that were bequeathed to Roman men as part of their cultural patrimony and that
enabled them to describe and evaluate individual experience in public contexts—in other words, to give
public meaning to private acts. These ideologies were ‘prevalent’ in the sense that, while different belief
systems surely existed, these particular systems claimed the publicly pledged allegiance of men who
wielded power in ancient Roman culture and whose writings not coincidentally constitute nearly all of the
surviving source material; a rejection of these ideologies was tantamount to the abrogation of power, to
submission.”
17
Ibid, 4.
14
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1.2

Expurgation & Classical Literature

Along with the increase in the amount of scholarship written regarding ancient sexuality
during the late twentieth century, there was also an increase in the amount of scholarship
scrutinizing previous scholarly practices that attempted to purge “obscene” features of
ancient art and literature (expurgation). Expurgation has a long history in classical
scholarship.18 The practice of expurgation created numerous absences of words deemed
“obscene” and thereby greatly impacted the transmission of classical literature.19 Words
with sexually explicit meanings often were subject to this practice. With the development
of Christianity in the late Roman Empire, Christian attitudes began to influence
expurgation practices and censorship in classical literature, as evidenced from the first
explicit use of expurgation in Byzantium.20 In some cases, expurgation and censorship
turned into prohibition and the Index librorum prohibitorum was issued in 1559 by Pope
Paul IV and not abolished until 1966 by Pope John XXIII.21 The Loeb Classical Library,
founded in 1911, originally aimed to increase accessibility to ancient texts by providing
pocket-sized translations, but did not actually succeed in this effort.22 This is due to the
fact that some volumes in this collection were printed in ways that negatively impacted
accessibility.23 Books in this collection engaged in obfuscation, excision, non-translation,
and retranslation in order to make the so-called “obscene” language used in texts more
modest by engaging in the expurgation of words deemed unsavoury.24

Stephen Harrison & Christopher Stray, “Introduction,” in Expurgating the Classics: Editing Out in Greek
and Latin, ed. Stephen Harrison and Christopher Stray (London: Bristol Classical Press, 2012), 1. Harrison
and Stray define expurgation as “the deliberate removal (purging) of offensive matter from texts”.
19
Ibid.
20
Ibid.
21
Ibid, 2.
22
Philip Lawton, “For the Gentleman and the Scholar: Sexual and Scatological References in
the Loeb Classical Library,” in Expurgating the Classics: Editing Out in Greek and Latin, ed. Stephen
Harrison and Christopher Stray (London: Bristol Classical Press, 2012), 175.
23
Ibid.
24
Ibid.
18
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1.3

Expurgation in Ancient Art & Archaeology

The practice of censoring aspects of ancient Greek and Roman culture extended to art and
archaeological evidence with sexual themes. These artefacts—deemed too shocking for
public sensibilities—experienced censorship resulting in the opening of the Secret
Museum within the Naples Archaeological Museum.25 However, the nature of this
censorship is often misrepresented resulting in the so-called “censorship myth”.26 In fact,
these artefacts were not usually locked away immediately and sparked much scholarly
interest despite their overt sexual themes.27 While English accounts of the notorious
Secret Museum often take their information from Italian sources, these versions mostly
contrast the sexual repression evident from the Victorian era and modern notions of
sexual liberation—downplaying Italian accounts of the Secret Museum’s history and the
influence of Italian politics on its creation.28 As such, the English accounts created what
Kate Fisher and Rebecca Langlands designate as the “censorship myth”—the idea that
artefacts of a sexual nature created the need for censorship and that antiquarians of
previous eras were shocked and outraged by these objects.29

While indeed certain elements in the selective choosing of museum collections are
based in fact, many accounts nonetheless contain fictitious embellishments or selective
evidence.30 Collections of artefacts with sexual properties were created slowly over

Kate Fisher & Rebecca Langlands, “The Censorship Myth and the Secret Museum,” in Pompeii in the
Public Imagination from its Rediscovery to Today, ed. Shelley Hales & Joanna Paul (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2011), 302.
26
Ibid, 302-303. Fisher & Langlands state they chose to describe this phenomenon as the “censorship
myth” to indicate that although elements of the story behind the creation of the Secret Museum are based in
reality, there are elements of fiction as well as “selective use of the available evidence” resulting in an
overall unreliable historical account of the creation of the Secret Museum and its reception.
27
Ibid.
28
Ibid, 302.
29
Ibid.
30
Ibid, 303.
25
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time—in some cases to create a foundation for scholarship on sex and ancient sexuality.31
Artefacts were cycled in and out of restricted areas over the course of decades and the
collections in the Secret Museum were never considered to be complete.32 In fact, once
the Secret Museum was created, some visitors still had access to its collections and there
was extensive acknowledgement about what was kept in this collection.33 Additionally,
there were deliberate attempts by scholars during this time to create a foundation of
scholarship on sex and sexuality.34 Much speculation around the Secret Museum
occurred over the course of centuries, including the claim that the term “pornography”
was created uniquely to describe the Pompeian artefacts, and that censorship was created
solely to deal with them—claims that have been widely disproven.35 Interestingly, there
is much evidence that many of the artefacts located in the Secret Museum today were not
given a “censored” status prior to 1819.36 However, notions of strictly censored artefacts
are still prevalent in scholarship with misinformation including the belief that artefacts
can only be ‘scholarly’ or ‘erotic,’ even when these labels coincide.37 Despite evidence
challenging the censorship myth, it still exists today primarily to serve as a comparison
for analyzing where modern-day viewpoints stand in regard to sexual liberation.38 The
myth functions as a necessity to contrast with the opening of the collection to the
public.39 Therefore, the censorship myth still exists to create a rich comparison between
modern sensibilities around sex and sexuality and those from previous eras, and creates a
powerful perception of the Secret Museum, providing visitors with the opportunity to
view the same sexually overt objects as past cultures did while simultaneously
confronting their own reactions to it.40 It was not until April 2000 that the Secret

Fisher & Langlands, “The Censorship Myth,” 303.
Ibid.
33
Ibid.
34
Ibid.
35
Ibid, 305.
36
Ibid, 308.
37
Ibid, 310.
38
Ibid, 311.
39
Ibid.
40
Ibid, 315.
31
32
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Museum was opened to the public in the National Archaeological Museum of Naples.41
The opening of this section was celebrated internationally as an end to the censorship of
artefacts displaying sexual themes from Pompeii and Herculaneum.42

Furthermore, until scholarship on sexuality became known in classical studies, it was
common practice to attribute all sexual language in graffiti and any sex scenes in art,
especially in wall-paintings, to sex-work.43 Due to this misidentification, there have been
estimates of over thirty-five brothels in Pompeii simply because it was assumed that
some sort of sexual activity must occur in rooms that displayed sexual or erotic
decorations, such as sex scenes in wall-paintings or erotic graffiti.44 As such, even rooms
within the confines of domestic spaces were sometimes labelled as brothels.45 However,
the ancient Greeks and Romans commonly displayed sex scenes in a variety of media,
and this represents a mislabelling of spaces and artefacts.46 Theories arose from these
miscalculations which resulted in the idea that the viewer was meant to interpret sexual
scenes in art as “visual flirtations”—scenes which invited ancient viewers to reflect on
who they were by thinking about their desires.47

Despite the increase in scholarship on sexuality studies within classics, issues
continue to arise.48 Due to the powerful effect culture has on defining people’s behaviour

Fisher & Langlands, “The Censorship Myth,” 315.
Ibid.
43
Caroline Vout, Sex on Show: Seeing the Erotic in Greece and Rome (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2013), 98; Anise K. Strong, Prostitutes and Matrons in the Roman World (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2016). For example, Vout acknowledges that up until recently, scholars commonly
believed there were as many as 35 brothels in Pompeii based solely on the (false) conclusion that sex
scenes in art and sexual graffiti must designate place of sexual activity. In her Prostitutes and Matrons in
the Roman World, Anise Strong also addresses this fallacy, stating that it is impossible to determine if
women in sex scenes are sex-workers or wives based on the types of activity they participate in.
44
Vout, Sex on Show, 98.
45
Ibid.
46
Ibid, 9.
47
Ibid, 98-100.
48
John R. Clarke, Looking at Lovemaking: Constructions of Sexuality in Roman Art 100 B.C.-A.D.250
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 11.
41
42
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and judgements, in 2001 John Clarke highlighted the issues surrounding labelling items
as “erotic”.49 By labelling something with a sexual theme as “erotic,” it assumes that the
viewer would have been aroused by what they are seeing; however, there is no way to
know if that was the case.50 Furthermore, what is erotic for one individual might change
over the course of that person’s life.51 Given the public location of most sexual themes in
artistic sources, these themes likely did not result in sexual stimulation for the ancient
viewer and thus indicates that the images likely were not (or not entirely) erotic, but
perhaps had a different function, such as apotropaism.52 Alternately, many sex scenes
may have been meant to produce aesthetic pleasure and create balance in various
rooms.53 These observations changed how scholars viewed sex scenes in art.
Additionally, classical scholars studying ancient sexuality have used literary evidence,
notably the writings of Ovid, to determine that sexual paintings—paintings which
displayed numerous depictions of various sexual positions—were common in upper-class
houses.54

1.4

An Introduction to the House of the Vettii’s Wall-

Paintings: Sex Scenes & Sexual Themes
There has been a great deal of scholarship focusing on the House of the Vettii’s
decoration—specifically the numerous, rather decadent wall-paintings—as well as the

49

Clarke, Looking at Lovemaking, 11.
Ibid, 12.
51
Ibid.
52
Ibid, 13.
53
Vout, Sex on Show, 98-100.
54
Clarke, Looking at Lovemaking, 91-92; Ovid Tristia 2.521-528. Clarke provides a translation of this
passage: “surely in your house, just as figures of great men of old shine—painted by some artist’s hand—so
somewhere a small picture depicts the various forms of copulation and the sexual positions. Telamonian
Ajax sulks in rage, barbarian Medea glares infanticide, but there’s Venus as well—wringing her dripping
hair dry with her hands—and barely covered by the waters that bore her.”
50
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sexual themes found in these wall-paintings.55 Wall-paintings comprise a significant part
of the Pompeian archaeological corpus, and played an important function in the
expression of wealth, status, and social aspirations of their owners.56 By the second
century BCE, wall-paintings had become fashionable in the Roman world.57 For two
centuries following there was a great deal of innovation in composition, and use of this
form of decoration spread through Roman society.58 This may have been the product of
the lower classes emulating and subsequently copying the artistic preferences of the
upper class, which in turn led the upper class to further innovate and experiment in order
to maintain social distance from and superiority to their subordinates.59 The House of the
Vettii was excavated between 1894-5 and was the first house in Pompeii to be fully
restored by its excavators.60 It is known for its elaborate Fourth Style wall-paintings
featuring numerous mythological scenes and characters.61 Fortunately, the House of the
Vettii is one of the few large Pompeian houses undisturbed by treasure-hunters and
looters prior to its formal excavation.62

The House of the Vettii’s wall-paintings have been the subject of numerous examinations. Some of these
works include: Clarke, Looking at Lovemaking; Barbara Kellum, “Weighing In: The Priapus Painting at the
House of the Vettii, Pompeii,” in Ancient Obscenities: Their Nature and Use in the Ancient Greek and
Roman Worlds, ed. Dorota Dutsch and Ann Suter, 199-224 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
2015); Fred S. Kleiner, A History of Roman Art (Belmont: Thomas Wadsworth, 2007); Estelle Lazer,
Resurrecting Pompeii (Oxon: Routledge, 2009); Eleanor Windsor Leach, The Social Life of Painting in
Ancient Rome and on the Bay of Naples (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004); Roger Ling,
Roman Painting (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991); Volker Michael Strocka, “Domestic
decoration: painting and the ‘Four Styles,’” in The World of Pompeii, ed. John J. Dobbins & Pedar W.
Foss, 302-322 (New York: Routledge, 2007).
56
Joanne Berry, The Complete Pompeii (London: Thames & Hudson, 2007), 168. Berry states that: “Wallpainting is a very prominent part of the surviving archaeological record of Pompeii, and can be seen in
houses and public buildings of all shape and sizes. The walls of Roman houses were decorated to a much
greater extent than we are accustomed to today, and wall-painting appears to have become an important
method of expressing wealth, status and social aspirations. As such it was closely connected to the issue of
traditional Roman morality.”
57
Ibid.
58
Ibid.
59
Ibid.
60
Ibid, 174.
61
Ibid.
62
Ibid.
55
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Themes of power are often portrayed in wall-paintings through sexual scenes.
Power is encoded throughout the Roman house in a variety of different spaces depending
on how the dominus or domina interacted with that particular space.63 Mythological wallpaintings specifically help to define important spaces in the Roman house as the owner
can display their cultural background through myths or impress guests who would be
familiar with these myths.64 While mythological wall-paintings frequently depict heroes
and gods, their content is usually sexual rather than heroic.65 Mythological panels
frequently depict violent sexual scenes—in fact, scenes of rape are far more common
than battle scenes or scenes of heroism.66 Moreover, the presence of sexual or violent
themes, and in some cases the presence of both, requires the viewer to interpret gender as
a way of illustrating both power and powerlessness.67

Furthermore, the wall-paintings in the House of the Vettii exhibit similarities in
their display of sexualized figures.68 In fact, many of the wall-paintings in the House of
the Vettii share themes of concealment or the removal of some type of clothing.69 This
theme is found in a range of wall-paintings with sexualized figures that either confirm or
confuse Roman ideological notions of sexuality; specifically, the distinction between
sexually active and sexually passive.

David Frederick, “Beyond the Atrium to Ariadne: Erotic Painting and Visual Pleasure in the Roman
House,” Classical Antiquity 14, no. 2 (1995): 266, https://doi.org/10.2307/25011023. For more information
on the movement away from the dominus-centred house in scholarship, see: Andrew Wallace-Hadrill,
“Gender and the Roman house,” in I Claudia: Women in Ancient Rome, ed. D.E.E. Kleiner and S.B.
Matheson (Connecticut: Yale University Art Gallery, 1996), 14-26. Penelope Allison, “Engendering
Roman domestic space,” British School at Athens Studies 15 (2007): 343-350. Lisa Nevett, Domestic Space
in Classical Antiquity (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 89-118.
64
Frederick, “Beyond the Atrium to Ariadne,” 266.
65
Ibid, 267. According to Frederick, while mythological panels in wall-paintings feature heroes and gods,
they typically lack heroic content. Rather, Frederick believes that their content is erotic and often violent:
“…rape is much more common than scenes of epic battle.”
66
Ibid.
67
Ibid.
68
Ibid, 280.
69
Ibid.
63
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In this thesis, I conduct an analysis of the erotic evidence in the House of the
Vettii. My analysis will primarily focus on room p, containing the panels of Pasiphae,
Ariadne, and Ixion; room n, containing the panels of Dirce and Pentheus; room x1,
showcasing three separate wall-paintings of male-female couples engaging in sexual
intercourse; the illustration of Priapus in room b, and room t, containing the wallpaintings of Hercules and Auge as well as Achilles disguised as a woman on Skyros. I
will examine these images through the lens of sexuality studies in order to gain the fullest
interpretation into both their overt and covert symbolic themes. Additionally, I identify
and discuss these themes (erotic abandonment, demigods that use sexual violence against
mortal women, illicit desire, and punishment) in order to understand potential messages
and symbolism the Vettii were attempting to convey. I will use both previous scholarship
and my own insights to reach conclusions on what the sexual wall-paintings in the House
of the Vettii symbolized and how they can tell us more about their owners’ aspirations. I
will also examine the erotic graffiti found in rooms a and v in the House of the Vettii.
While I do not provide unprecedented revelations about the erotic evidence in the House
of the Vettii in this work, this is the first scholarly work to look at all the erotic evidence
from one house. By examining the erotic evidence from one location, specialized
knowledge can be gained on how these remains might have been viewed and interpreted
in antiquity.

12

Chapter 2

2

An Overview of the House of the Vettii

I chose the House of the Vettii for my study because of the impressive preservation of
Pompeii.70 The extant evidence and its great detail has made the site an excellent source
of information on Roman domestic wall-paintings.71 As such, the site is continually
investigated, analyzed, and—importantly—new methodologies are frequently applied to
its study.72 Additionally, because scholars are becoming more aware of the need to
analyze Pompeii through a diversified lens, one that increasingly adds new perspectives,
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there is a large dataset from which to draw information.73 Not only are some of the best
examples of Roman domestic architecture and domestic wall-paintings found in Pompeii,
but the level of preservation has made this site an excellent example for Roman wallpaintings and how ancient individuals might have interacted with their house in
antiquity.74
A vital facet required to sufficiently analyze the sexual themes in the wallpaintings and graffiti in the House of the Vettii is to understand the structure itself. This
is necessary since the manner in which the wall-paintings and graffiti would have been
integrated into the space impacts their interpretation and how they would have been
viewed in antiquity. The House of the Vettii’s structure was created by joining two
smaller properties together and adapting both structures into one large residence.75 The
domicile is located in region VI, insula 15, and its owners were likely a pair of former
slaves, Aulus Vettius Conviva and Aulus Vettius Restitutus (see Figure 1).76
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Figure 1: Map of Pompeii, House of the Vettii (circled) is number 22 on the map.
Retrieved from: Penelope M. Allison, Pompeian Households: An Analysis of the Material
Culture (Los Angeles: University of California, 2004), 7.
The owners of the House of the Vettii were possibly brothers, arriving at their
impressive financial status through commercial success once they were freed.77 The
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Vettii likely made their fortune by growing and selling produce from their estates.78
Aulus Vettius Conviva held the highest civic office available for a freedman, an
augustalis.79 While their house is not the largest in Pompeii, its wall-paintings are some
of the most opulent and highest in quality due to their elaborate and skilled Fourth-Style
decorations—largely expressing the Vettii’s nouveaux riches sensibilities through
plentiful references to wealth and high status.80 The House of the Vettii is one of the most
important houses in Pompeii due to the survival of its elaborate Fourth-Style wallpaintings left in situ by its excavators and unsold by the King of Naples—a fate,
unfortunately, not many other domestic wall-paintings in Pompeii have met.81 Notably,
the Vettii were wealthy enough to fully restore their whole house with high-quality
materials after Pompeii’s earthquake of 62 CE.82
By examining the House of the Vettii’s attributes, I will supply the foundation
necessary for a greater discussion surrounding the erotic evidence found in the house. To
begin, I will discuss the initial excavations performed on the House of the Vettii and will
analyze the translated excavation notes. Afterwards, I will examine the House of the
Vettii’s construction and the significance of this for my interpretations of the space. Next,
I will examine the layout of the rooms in the House of the Vettii as well as how an
individual inside the house would have interacted with the space in antiquity. This will be
done in order to understand how the wall-paintings would have been viewed as well as to

the slave with Roman citizenship once they were freed. Informal manumission, on the other hand, meant
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understand the axis on which the house is oriented—another factor impacting movement
and viewership in the house.

2.1 The Excavation of the House of the Vettii: History &
Notes
The history of the House of the Vettii’s excavation provides great insight into the house
itself. Excavations started in Pompeii in the year of 1749.83 The initial excavations
performed on the site were little more than an operation solely to find interesting
artefacts—possibly, at best, for antiquarian interests.84 The original excavation
techniques were critiqued by eighteenth century visitors to the site who determined that
the excavations were conducted haphazardly, but between the years of 1750 and 1764
excavators created the first systematic approach to the excavation of Pompeii.85 New
methods were explored, detailed plans of the site were created, and the importance of
context was realized.86 Furthermore, a system for cataloguing finds was developed and
the provenances of these finds were marked on maps, another important and positive
development in the excavation of the site.87 These changes to the methodological
framework of the Pompeian excavations had an enormously beneficial impact on the state
of preservation and the survival of artefacts found in Pompeii.
Excavations in Pompeii as a whole started in 1863 and were led by Giuseppe
Fiorelli.88 Fiorelli redesigned the excavations at Pompeii in both archaeological method
and procedure, a vital feature to note as it directly impacts the House of the Vettii: the
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procedures designed by Fiorelli were continuously employed for around fifty years.89
Michele Ruggiero (1875-1893), Giulio De Petra (1893-1900)—the principal and initial
excavator of the House of the Vettii—Ettore Pais (1901-1904), and Antonio Sogliano
(1905-1910) continued to excavate, moving in an eastward direction, in a more
methodologically-sound approach than their predecessors.90 These archaeologists were
more intent on preserving the remains found in Pompeii and often recreated the remains
in situ.91 The decision to preserve remains in situ is the reason why the wall-paintings in
the House of the Vettii were not plundered, lost, or destroyed, allowing for this study to
take place. The House of the Vettii was the showhouse for Giulio De Petra’s excavations
in Pompeii and acted as a model for future excavations.92 August Mau, known for
assigning the wall-paintings in Pompeii into four distinct stylistic categories, assisted his
work.93
The excavation records from the House of the Vettii were published in the Notizie
degli Scavi of the “Journal of the excavations compiled by the assistants”.94 The
excavation reports only describe the mythological panels from the wall-paintings and,
unfortunately, fail to mention any other scene type.95 The excavation notes detail the
excavation starting on November 1-5, 1894 to May 20, 1895, initially occurring in room
n, the room which displays the panels of Dirce, Pentheus, and Hercules as an infant
strangling the pair of snakes sent by Hera (see Figure 2).96 Other panels found during the
November 1-5, 1894 include one of Bacchus, a struggle between Cupid and Pan, and
Cyparissus.97 Room c, commonly referred to as the primary atrium, was excavated soon
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after on December 10, 1894.98 Most of the attention of the excavation report focuses on
the bronze and iron strongboxes, the locations of which are noted in room c on the plan.99
Moreover, the excavation report from December 11, 1894 notes two seals displaying the
names “A. VETTI RETVSTT” and “A. VETTI CONVIVAES”.100
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Figure 2: Plan of the House of the Vettii. Circled are the rooms of significance for
my research. Room circled in red feature erotic wall-paintings, while rooms circled
in blue feature erotic graffiti. Axial division is noted with the dotted red line.
Retrieved from: Penelope M. Allison, Pompeian Households: An Analysis of the Material
Culture (Los Angeles: University of California, 2004), 216.
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2.2

The House of the Vettii: Construction

In the 1870s Fiorelli pioneered a method of analysis—one that is still used today—that
compares and contrasts construction techniques and construction materials in houses
standing in Pompeii at the time of its burial in 79 CE.101 From this methodological
approach, Fiorelli concluded that there were two characteristic groups of houses in
Pompeii.102 The first of these two groups were the houses with atria made from local
calcareous stone from the bottom of the Sarno, referred to as limestone (but in actuality
more like travertine).103 The second group were tufo houses, which utilized fine-grained
grey volcanic tufo for ashlar façades and architectural detailing.104 The travertine stone
houses tend to be modest, while the tufo houses tend to be grand and elaborate.105
Furthermore, the tufo style of house is mostly associated with Hellenistic architectural
details.106 That said, there is an evolutionary thesis of the Pompeian house that suggests
that all Pompeian houses were first built of travertine in a simple and rustic manner and,
over the course of around 200 years, were gradually built in the more Hellenistic style
suggestive of wealth and power through conquest.107 Furthermore, the traditional
narrative surrounding Pompeian house development suggests that the addition of a
peristyle in the atrium house was an indication of Hellenization in Pompeian houses.108
This model of the Hellenistic-influenced house is perhaps meant to allude to the
gymnasium.109 Thus, rather than align the house with Hellenistic architecture, the
inclusion of a peristyle might be an attempt to make the house more than a domestic
space (as the house can now function as a pseudo-public space as well) while
simultaneously alluding to notions of luxuria, status, and power through conquest—
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themes which the Vettii presumably would have been eager to display in order to
showcase their freed statuses.110 Furthermore, the addition of peristyles adds opulence
and extravagance while at the same time hinting at exotic luxuria—another allusion to
the wealth and status of the Vettii.111

Figure 3: The exterior of the House of the Vettii. Retrieved from:
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ancient-art-civilizations/roman/wallpainting/a/pompeii-house-of-the-vettii

Wallace-Hadrill, “The Development of the Campanian House,” 287. This may have also served as an
attempt to assimilate themselves with upper-class, wealthy, freeborn Romans living in Pompeii.
111
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Figure 4: Digitally produced reconstruction of the exterior of the House of the
Vettii. Retrieved from: https://sites.google.com/site/ad79eruption/pompeii/regio-vi/regvi-ins-15/house-of-the-vettii

2.3
The Layout of the House of the Vettii: Overall
Structure & Individual Rooms
The layout of the House of the Vettii can provide us with significant information that has
the potential to impact how the wall-paintings within the house should be interpreted,
largely based on notions of viewership, which I will discuss further in chapter three.
Because the house was created by combining two previously separate houses into one it
has two atria, rooms c and v, as well as a large peristyle, room m, at the back, west-end of
the property which accounts for 40% of the house’s total area (see Figure 2).112 The
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house’s layout has sparked much scholarly curiosity because of its lack of tablinum, the
study, and the peristyle’s unusual axis—notably crossing the axes of the fauces, the small
entrance hallway into the house, and atrium at right angles.113 The house creates an
illusion of being larger than it actually is due to the strategic placement of columns, with
the spacing in between the columns in the peristyle shorter than the ones in the atrium.114
This creates the illusion for a viewer standing in the fauces looking through to the atrium
that the space is larger than it actually is (see Figure 2).115
The House of the Vettii has an axial division, creating a pseudo-symmetry in the
house, despite the asymmetrical nature of the house itself.116 Notably, there are four sets
of near-identical rooms along the axis created by the fauces and impluvium.117 These
rooms, in their pairings, are: k and d, g and f, i and h, p and n (see Figure 2).118 This
division is reinforced by the identical decorative schemes in rooms i and h as well as the
iconographic similarities in rooms p and n, which I will explore in further detail in
chapter three.119 The axis created by these paired rooms creates an uneven division in the
peristyle, leaving the space with a shorter north end.120 This axis significantly impacted
viewership. It created a direct line of sight so that an ancient viewer standing on the
street, outside of the house’s main entrance, would have been able to see straight through
the house into the peristyle where they could view the ornate statues in the garden as well
as the elaborate wall-paintings located in this line-of-sight.121 The exterior of the House
of the Vettii was divided into broad zones with a dark red socle and a whitewashed upper
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section; in stark contrast to the interior of the house, the exterior was bland and had no
significant features.122
In total, the House of the Vettii featured four main architectural elements.123
These four elements are: a Tuscan-style atrium, a peristyle, a service atrium, and a
smaller, likely private, peristyle (see Figure 2).124 A short service corridor was located on
the south side of the house and a stable was located at the secondary entrance, with the
main entrance located to the east side of the house containing the famed wall-painting of
Priapus in room b, which I will discuss in greater detail in chapter three (see Figure 2).125
After the main entranceway was the atrium, lacking the expected tablinum.126 Some
scholars have suggested this was due to the Vettii’s status (as freedmen they possibly
would not have had clients for the salutatio), or possibly the atrium itself and its alae
would have functioned for receiving clients.127 The atrium is decorated with lavish
Fourth Style wall-paintings—all of which would have been visible from the street when
the door was open—with the large peristyle lying directly behind, also visible from the
street (see Figure 2).128 This is significant as a viewer standing at the main entrance
would have been able to see the vast amount of opulent wall-paintings in this line-ofsight and would have immediately been able to appreciate the immense wealth of the
Vettii.
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Once a visitor had entered the peristyle, the cross axis of the large oecus, a “living
room”, room q, encouraged them to enter the rooms to the right (see Figure 2).129 There
were two other oeci in the House of the Vettii, rooms p and n, which faced the peristyle
as “twin elements” on each side of the entranceway.130 Furthermore, the large oecus led
to both the entrances for rooms t and u, all situated around the small peristyle s (see
Figure 2).131 The slaves’ rooms are thought to have been located around a second smaller
atrium, room v.132 The kitchen, room w, was located directly behind what is theorized to
have been the slaves’ atrium.133 Because the house was constructed in the early imperial
period, greater emphasis was placed on the peristyle (see Figure 2).134
While some scholars subscribe to the idea of one model for all Roman houses—
and therefore one room function or layout—this does not provide a favourable or
accurate interpretation of the House of the Vettii’s organization.135 Furthermore, some
scholars have interpreted rooms s, u, and t as comprising the house’s gynaceum.136 Since
most of classical scholarship was based on nineteenth century concepts of colonialism
and imperialism, interpretations of the ancient world were largely concerned with
illustrating the presence of male power.137 I do not believe that this area would have been
a gynaceum (which Roman houses did not have); rather, I think that this space is simply
the result of the imperfect joining of the two houses that later comprised the House of the
Vettii. Possibly, the preservation of the space indicates the status and wealth of the Vettii
as well as themes of opulence and extravagance by having two areas which, in other
houses, do not appear in duplicate. However, since scholarship has, in recent years, been
more concerned with interpreting Roman society by means of a more balanced
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viewpoint, this in turn affects my interpretation of spaces such as this one in the House of
the Vettii.138 Therefore, scholarly attempts to interpret Roman domiciles used both
analogical and anecdotal literary evidence rather than examining the relationship that
exists between the historical and archaeological records.139
I will examine the House of the Vettii with previous scholarly approaches to
typology in mind in order to approach the subject with a new perspective and one that
interprets evidence in a holistic manner. While I will not attempt to categorize each
individual room, recognizing that these rooms may serve a different function than what
previous scholarship has ascribed to them is nevertheless important because it impacts the
way in which I will view and interpret the wall-paintings in the subsequent chapter. The
notion of viewership (who the intended audience for these wall-paintings was), directly
impacts their interpretations.
Studies of Roman houses frequently employ a typological approach—assigning
one model to all Roman houses—especially in regions that depend less on traditional
classical scholarship, such as the Roman provinces; i.e., this room is the tablinum, this a
cubiculum, this the triclinium and so on.140 This approach is important to challenge, as
the potential function of a given room, and who used it, has a direct impact on who
viewed the wall-paintings. While typology is a fundamental approach in archaeology, and
does have benefits in certain cases, it also has drawbacks.141 While some rooms are likely
attributed with the correct usage, many rooms in Roman houses are labelled based on an
intuitive approach that analyzes the characteristics of the space itself (such as room size
or location within the house), divorced from any actual physical evidence that might be
present.142 While utilizing architectural typology to label rooms in houses mainly occurs
in the study of the houses of the Roman provinces, this approach is also used for houses
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in Roman Italy.143 With this in mind, it follows that studying the typology of the
archaeological and architectural remains can only provide a limited understanding of
Roman houses.144
While a typological approach can be beneficial to formulate large overarching
principles surrounding the wealth of the household or for general spatial purposes, it does
not provide an all-encompassing, or in some cases even satisfactory, interpretation of the
space.145 This is especially true of spaces meant for formal or functional activities.146
Furthermore, this approach does not take into consideration who may or may not have
had restricted access to a certain space and, therefore, requires the integration of
contextual information in order to understand the possible functions of different spaces in
the house and how they relate to each other.147 Additionally, there is an implication that
the rooms in which individuals were likely to encounter other individuals living in the
house—presumably rooms surrounded by open spaces, such as the peristyle—suggests
that their layout may have encouraged people to move freely throughout these spaces.148
Thus, closed spaces or areas that are difficult to access were likely meant to be private
and not entered without permission, the significance of which will be discussed in chapter
three.149
The practicality of undertaking a typological approach in interpreting domestic
space has frequently led scholars to utilize architectural nomenclature found in literary
sources inappropriately, which in turn affects how a given house is interpreted.150 The
use of architectural nomenclature needs to be discussed in regard to the House of the
Vettii, as it directly impacts how the erotic evidence will be interpreted in chapter three.
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Because textual nomenclature can be taken for granted by scholars and treated as a fact as
opposed to a possibility, certain domestic spaces are labelled as serving one particular
function, which constricts interpretation.151 This influences how both so-called Roman
atrium houses and Roman peristyle houses have been interpreted.152
Furthermore, it has been widely accepted by scholars that the specific type of
courtyard house found in Pompeii (such as the House of the Vettii), was the
quintessential Roman house as described by Vitruvius in his works.153 However, this
interpretation fails to consider that Pompeii might benefit from alternate interpretations
and studies.154 It is important to remember that Pompeii was originally a provincial town
located in a heavily Greek-influenced region of Italy and did not become part of Rome
until five hundred years after it became a walled city and two to three hundred years after
the construction of the first atrium houses.155 For instance, while Pompeian houses with
central courtyards—like the House of the Vettii—have long been conventionally referred
to as “peristyle houses,” the term “peristyle” was almost never applied to Roman
domiciles in written sources.156 Therefore, it does not seem reasonable or logical to make
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for what qualifies as a peristyle house, but it is unfeasible for all houses of this type to match those
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the assumption that a courtyard in other domiciles in the Roman empire, including those
in Pompeii, was solely referred to as an “atrium” or “peristyle” based on their similarity
to the traditional model of the peristyle house.157 Furthermore, while there are
undoubtedly correlations between descriptions of atria in the Roman literary and
archaeological corpus, any relationship between the two is based in analogy, not in any
inherent relationship.158 Thus, while using Vitruvian nomenclature is undeniably useful
for archaeological and historical purposes, the use of such terms presupposes that
Vitruvius was the foremost authority whom all ancient Roman builders, and the
individuals living in the houses, would have followed.159 Since there is no way to know
whether or not Vitruvian nomenclature was used by the Vettii and other occupants of
their house, not to mention whether a particular room’s usage would have been limited
based on that nomenclature, I will not refer to rooms based on their typological labels.
Rather, I will refer to them solely by their assigned room letters.

This chapter has provided an extensive examination of the House of the Vettii’s
structural and architectural features. I analyzed the House of the Vettii’s excavation
notes. Next, I considered the construction methods and techniques potentially used in the
House of the Vettii’s creation. In my final section, I examined the layout of the house
itself and where the rooms were situated within the house and how the axial division of
the house impacted the room-layout. By investigating these structural attributes of the
House of the Vettii, I have provided the measures necessary for a complete interpretation
of the erotic evidence found within the house and have laid the foundation for my
interpretations of the wall-paintings in chapter three.
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Chapter 3

3

The Erotic Evidence from the House of the Vettii

The wall-paintings in the House of the Vettii were completed in the Fourth Style of wallpainting and were thought to have been painted by a single workshop after the earthquake
of 62 CE.160 Fourth Style wall-painting is the best illustrated style in the archaeological
corpus as it was the last interior decorating fashion to reach Pompeii before the eruption
of Mount Vesuvius.161 Wall-paintings were intended to produce a comfortable and
aesthetically pleasing domestic environment.162 By the time the Vettii decorated their
own domicile, it was common for well-off households to collect reproductions or
adaptations of the Greek masters—one manner by which the nouveaux riches could
display their culture, tastes, and new-found wealth by alluding to symbols of exotic
luxuria.163 The decorative themes in the House of the Vettii’s artistic programme, which
I will discuss later in greater detail, sought to include as many allusions to aristocratic life
and culture as possible.164 The expertly placed wall-paintings highlight the house’s
entryway, visual axis, and symmetrical room layouts.165 This careful planning also
included shared decorative themes which contained religious and mythological motifs.166
That said, for the purposes of my investigation, I will only be looking at the wallpaintings that depict sexual scenes or are suggestive of sexual behaviour. It is important
to note that not all sexual imagery contains explicit scenes of sex. My investigation
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includes many scenes that are suggestive of sex but are not themselves sexually explicit;
for instance, scenes that display themes of sexual desire.
By examining the erotic evidence in the House of the Vettii I will provide a
comprehensive investigation of the symbolism of these wall-paintings and the potential
implications of the house’s sexual graffiti. To begin, I will analyze the wall-painting of
Priapus in room b, which was located in the House of the Vettii’s entranceway. Next, I
will examine the wall-paintings in room n (of Pentheus and Dirce), room p (of Ixion,
Pasiphae, and Ariadne), room t (of Hercules and Achilles), and room x1 (depicting three
explicit male-female sex scenes). Then, I will consider overarching themes and motifs in
the decorative programme (erotic abandonment, demigods that use sexual violence
against mortal women, illicit desire, and punishment) in order to fully understand the
intricacies of the wall-paintings and messages the Vettii might have been attempting to
convey through these paintings. Lastly, I will analyze the erotic graffiti found within the
house in order to complete a thorough investigation of the erotic evidence within the
House of the Vettii.

3.1 Room b: Priapus

The wall-painting of Priapus located in the entranceway to the House of the Vettii, room
b, has garnered significant attention from both scholars and visitors to Pompeii for a
variety of reasons, in particular Priapus’ inordinately large phallus (see Figure 5). In the
entryway of the villa stands Priapus, wearing a Phrygian cap, clad in opulent symbols of
luxuria, exposing the lower half of his body (a pose that bears similarities to
personifications of aequitas, which I will discuss shortly).167 This image of Priapus was,
for the majority of the twentieth century, considered so obscene that it was covered with a
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slatted box which only opened for a select few, mostly male, visitors.168 He weighs his
farcically large phallus on a balance, using a bag of coins as a counterweight.169 Given
the image’s conspicuous location in the entryway, it likely served as a protective figure
that guarded the house and its inhabitants from intruders or thieves, as images of erect
phalloi are apotropaic and are meant to guard against the Evil Eye.170 It is important to
note that Priapus is a sexually violent deity, evident from ancient literary sources.171
According to the literary record, Priapus would rape or force fellatio on trespassers and
thieves.172 Therefore, Priapus’ presence in the entryway was likely a purposeful choice to
protect the inhabitants, their wealth, and the house itself from individuals with nefarious
intentions.173
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Figure 5: Priapus, located in room b of the House of the Vettii. Retrieved from:
Marisa Ranieri Panetta, ed., Pompeii: The History, Life and Art of the Buried City
(Vercelli: White Star Publishers, 2004), 217.
In order to fully understand the implications of this wall-painting, it is necessary
to understand Priapus’ mythological origins. Priapus was originally a Near Eastern
agricultural deity that protected gardens from thieves.174 However, during the Hellenistic
period, literary and artistic sources named him the child of Aphrodite and Dionysus.175
While Priapus still had associations as a protector of gardens and agriculture in the
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Classical period—making his location at the entrance where people could see through to
the Vettii’s garden rather fitting—he also represents fecundity and abundance.176 In
many representations of the god, this is signified by the produce in his mantle, which is
lifted to reveal his phallus.177 The abundance Priapus provided was further visualized in
the House of the Vettii by the two money chests the inhabitants kept in the room
immediately beyond the entranceway, indicative of their immense wealth.178
Additionally, the image may have served another purpose as an allusion to aristocratic
culture—allusions with which the House of the Vettii was filled.179 In fact, visual
representations of Priapus often appeared in aristocratic wall-paintings, namely in
fantasy-scapes and sacro-idyllic landscapes.180 Thus, this image may have also served as
an allusion to wealth and aristocratic culture.
The House of the Vettii, like other Pompeian houses, had a large main entrance
and a smaller lateral entrance directly next to it.181 When the main door of the house was
opened during the day, passersby would have been able to see through the entranceway
directly to the house’s garden, but the image of Priapus would have been hidden from
viewers looking in from the street.182 Only people who entered the house would have
been able to see this image of Priapus.183 Moreover, it is possible that the Vettii, other
inhabitants of their house, and frequent visitors would have found this image humorous
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on some levels, as humor and obscenities were strongly associated with each other for
Romans regardless of social class.184
Priapus’ act of weighing his phallus may have been a double entendre. In addition
to symbolising fecundity and abundance, it might also be a joke since the phallus was
described as a weight or pondus.185 Fascinatingly, balance scales, which Priapus can be
seen using to weigh himself with on one end (using an overfilled bag of money as a
counterweight), were commonly associated with the deity.186 Balance scales were
associated with markets and were utilized to weigh various items; their presence in this
image likely symbolized good fortune as well as financial prosperity.187 Notably, this is
one of two representations of Priapus in the House of the Vettii, the second one being a
marble fountain statue located in the garden.188 While both images were apotropaic, they
were also both excessively large and formed their own visual axis.189 Furthermore, the
painted Priapus is depicted wearing a pair of high fur boots and a diaphanous yellow
tunic with blue-green sleeves (see Figure 5).190 A red mantle is wrapped around his left
arm and he wears a red Phrygian cap.191 The remnants of a gold torque are visible below
his beard and complements the gold earring he wears in his left ear and the gold bracelets
he wears on both of his wrists.192 Despite Priapus’ modest origins, he is decorated with
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numerous symbols of luxuria, such as his gold jewellery and his chiridota, a long-sleeved
tunic often associated with effeminacy and moral decay in Roman society.193 For
Priapus, however, the chiridota might not in fact be a symbol of degeneracy, but rather,
might be underscoring his virility: perhaps due to Priapus’ sexual potency and divinity he
cannot be effeminized by the chiridota in the same way that mortals could.194
Additionally, since Priapus comes from the Greek East, both the chiridota and the
Phrygian cap were appropriate for him to wear given his origins.195
Priapus is depicted supporting a shepherd’s crook, or pedum, in his left arm (see
Figure 5).196 The manner in which the pedum is placed in this wall-painting suggests that
it was meant to enhance and serve as a visual extension of his phallus.197 Both the pedum
and Priapus’ phallus point towards a basket filled with fruits, including pomegranates,
pears, quinces, apples, figs, and grapes.198 The positioning of the basket suggests it
signified an offering to the deity while simultaneously symbolising his fecundity.199
Furthermore, many of the fruits selected for this wall-painting were commonly associated
with themes of love, sex, and fertility: grapes with Dionysus and pears, quinces, and
apples with Venus.200 The Vettii owed their wealth to success in the wine trade and
owned vineyards outside of Pompeii; thus, it is unsurprising that grapes overflow from
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this basket as it serves as a direct visual link to the Vettii’s fortune.201 Priapus rests his
left elbow on a pedestal which simultaneously props up a thyrsus—the staff of
Dionysus.202 This image, in addition to serving an apotropaic function, functioned as a
way for the Vettii to parade their wealth and financial success to anyone entering their
house.203
Interestingly, Priapus’ pose carries iconographic similarities to the personification
of aequitas. The similarities in Priapus’ pose with aequitas might reinforce Priapus’
associations with punishment and position him as a guarantor of justice. Priapus’
extension of his right hand holding the balance scale—ignoring his phallus and the
money bag—mirrors the personification found on contemporary imperial coinage of
aequitas; a figure who symbolized fair government and justice (see Figure 6).204 Overall,
despite the abundant symbolic possibilities in this wall-painting, it seems most likely that
its primary purpose was to ward off the Evil Eye.205 The Vettii favoured striking imagery
and wanted to amuse anyone viewing these paintings, as will be evident as I extend my
investigation to other parts of the house’s artistic programme.206
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Figure 6: Imperial coinage dating to 68-69 CE depicting the personification of
Aequitas. Retrieved from:
http://numismatics.org/ocre/results?q=deity_facet%3A%22Aequitas%22+AND+year_nu
m%3A%5B0+TO+79%5D.

3.2

Room n: Pentheus and Dirce

While this room does not display any overt sexual imagery, interesting readings can be
gleaned when the panels of Pentheus and Dirce are considered in tandem with the panels
in room p. The full significance of this room’s sexual imagery is not immediately
apparent, but this does not detract from this room’s importance to my discussion (it is
important to note that only the panels of Pentheus and Dirce are of significance to my
discussion; I will not be interpreting the image of Hercules in this room). This room is
frequently paired and interpreted in tandem with room p, as both display three wallpaintings with thematic and iconographic similarities as well as spatial symmetry in the
rooms’ orientation.207 The Pentheus painting is located in the middle of the room on the
east wall (see Figures 7 & 8).208 This image depicts the aftermath of Pentheus’ refusal to
accept the god Dionysus—maenads tear Pentheus limb from limb under the influence of
a wild Dionysiac frenzy.209 The wall-painting of Dirce is on the south wall (see Figure
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9).210 In this wall-painting Zethus and Amphion—Zeus and Antiope’s sons—are shown
punishing Dirce for forcing their mother into years of slavery.211 Despite the violent and
fatal ending that Dirce succumbs to, the story ultimately has a happy ending as Antiope is
reunited with her sons.212

Figure 7: Layout of wall-paintings in room n, House of the Vettii. From left to right:
Hercules, Pentheus, and Dirce. Retrieved from: Marisa Ranieri Panetta, ed., Pompeii:
The History, Life and Art of the Buried City (Vercelli: White Star Publishers, 2004), 362.
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Figure 8: Maenads tearing Pentheus limb from limb. Located in room n, House of
the Vettii. Retrieved from: Marisa Ranieri Panetta, ed., Pompeii: The History, Life and
Art of the Buried City (Vercelli: White Star Publishers, 2004), 366.
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Figure 9: The punishment of Dirce. Located in room n, House of the Vettii.
Retrieved from: Marisa Ranieri Panetta, ed., Pompeii: The History, Life and Art of the
Buried City (Vercelli: White Star Publishers, 2004), 366.
Interestingly, despite the importance typically placed on central wall-paintings,
the quality of the centre wall-paintings in both rooms p and n is noticeably inferior to the
decorative framework that surrounds the paintings (see Figure 7).213 The polarity
between the high-quality, refined decorative embellishments and the poorer-quality
central pictures likely stems from the fact that preeminent painters would not have
engaged in making replicas of their paintings in fresco.214 Rather, either a lesser skilled
painter made copies of the paintings of famed painters or very wealthy homeowners
owned real paintings, completed on wooden panels, in addition to commissioning wall-
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paintings.215 These paintings do not typically survive in the archaeological record, so it is
possible that the Vettii owned paintings of this variety, but they are not preserved.

3.3

Room p: Ixion, Pasiphae, & Ariadne

Two of the three scenes in room p tell the story of an illicit union between gods and
mortals—all of which have a catastrophic ending (see Figure 10).216 The first painting in
this room illustrates Pasiphae, the queen of Crete and wife of King Minos (see Figure
11).217 According to mythology, Minos became the ruler of Crete through Poseidon’s
intervention.218 Poseidon then caused a bull to emerge from the water and asks Minos to
sacrifice the bull to him in return for Poseidon making Minos king.219 Minos, however,
sacrifices a bull from his own herd in place of the bull sent by Poseidon.220 In a vengeful
rage, Poseidon makes Pasiphae lust after the bull and she ultimately procreates with it.221
This wall-painting depicts the part of this myth in which the famed Cretan inventor
Daedalus delivers a wooden cow to Pasiphae to allow her to climb inside it and procreate
with the bull.222
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Figure 10: Layout of wall-paintings in room p, House of the Vettii. From left to
right: Pasiphae, Ixion, and Ariadne. Retrieved from: Marisa Ranieri Panetta, ed.,
Pompeii: The History, Life and Art of the Buried City (Vercelli: White Star Publishers,
2004), 362-363.
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Figure 11: Pasiphae receiving a cow apparatus from Daedalus. Located in room p,
House of the Vettii. Retrieved from: Marisa Ranieri Panetta, ed., Pompeii: The History,
Life and Art of the Buried City (Vercelli: White Star Publishers, 2004), 365.
The central picture in this room depicts the story of Ixion, who fell in love with
the goddess Hera (see Figure 12).223 In this myth, Zeus tricks Ixion into having sex with
a cloud in the shape of Hera and then subsequently punishes him for his actions by
binding him to a continuously moving wheel.224 In this image, Hephaestus is depicted
tying Ixion to a wheel with serpents affixed to it.225 In the myth of Ixion, his union with
the cloud results in the creation of the centaurs.226 Hermes is shown overseeing Ixion’s
punishment and an additional female figure, most probably the goddess Nephele, is
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depicted beneath Hera (who is illustrated on the far right of this scene, sitting on her
throne) looking at Hermes imploringly.227 A third female figure, possibly the goddess
Iris, shown pointing towards the scene in a gesture that directs the viewer’s gaze.228

Figure 12: The punishment of Ixion (far left). Located in room p, House of the
Vettii. Marisa Ranieri Panetta, ed., Pompeii: The History, Life and Art of the Buried City
(Vercelli: White Star Publishers, 2004), 364.
The last painting in this room depicts the story of Theseus abandoning Ariadne on
Naxos after she saves him from the Minotaur (see Figure 13).229 The painting depicts a
happier subject while still conforming to the theme of unhappy love stories by illustrating
the moment where the god Dionysus saves Ariadne and makes her his wife.230
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Fascinatingly, the illustration of Ariadne faces the depiction of her mother Pasiphae.231
The viewer shares Ariadne’s line-of-sight to Pasiphae’s cow apparatus, which guides the
viewer’s gaze to the wall-painting.232 Furthermore, Ariadne’s wall-painting is amplified
by a fascinating visual effect.233 Directly to the right of the panel depicting Ariadne in
room p, above the small southern doorframe, is a representation of the divinity Pan
discovering a reclining Hermaphroditus.234 Ariadne’s pose mirrors the reclining pose of
Hermaphroditus—including the raised right arm over the head, suggesting erotic
repose.235 This painting of Ariadne provides a view of this stance from behind, while
Hermaphroditus’ painting provides a frontal view.236 This may have been a deliberate
choice by the artist, as by showing one pose from multiple angles it creates the allusion of
movement in the paintings and also provides the viewer with a common visual
programme throughout the room. Moreover, Pan provides the viewer with a reactive
gaze—his head is turned and he covers his eyes.237 In the comparisons between Ariadne
and Hermaphroditus, it is evident that any gender difference is neutralised.238 It is
possible that the juxtaposition of these figures may also represent the ancient Roman
mindset of a male-female gender binary with Hermaphroditus representing the mid-point
in the ancients’ conception of a gender spectrum.239 Importantly, in Roman wallpainting, many mythological women served as highbrow symbols for aggression against
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women.240 Ariadne is an excellent example of this phenomenon. She is abandoned by her
former lover Theseus, and found by the god Dionysus, whom she marries in some
versions of the myth, but in others their union is characterized as a rape.241

Figure 13: Dionysus discovering Ariadne on Naxos. Located in room p, House of the
Vettii. Retrieved from: http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=9163.

3.4

Room t: Hercules & Achilles

While most of the decoration in room t is lost, a dark socle and middle zone of a wall
survives, divided into panels through the strategic placement of delicate white lines and
illusionary shutters painted on the wall.242 On this wall are two surviving mythological
panels.243 The wall-painting on the south wall depicts an inebriated Hercules about to
assault Auge, a priestess of Athena (see Figure 14).244 On the east wall is a depiction of
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Achilles disguising himself as a girl on Skyros, notably the scene where he is revealed to
be male.245 The imagery in this room heavily displays themes suggestive of male
dominance.246 Auge is kneeling and her clothing falls off of her, exposing her naked
torso; her nudity symbolizing the helpless situation she is in and her vulnerability. She
holds up her hand to ward off the approaching Hercules.247 Hercules makes his way to
her from behind, to the right of the viewer, directing the viewer’s sight to her exposed
figure.248 Hercules extends his club between the two of them in an overtly aggressive
gesture.249
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Figure 14: Hercules and Auge. Located in room t, House of the Vettii. Retrieved
from: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:IX.5.6_Pompeii.
Room_5,_ala,_west_wall._Wall_painting_of_Hercules_and_Auge._Now_in_the_Naples
_Archaeological_Museum,_inventory_number_115397..jpg
Achilles, meanwhile, is depicted nearby disguised as a woman on the island of
Skyros (see Figure 15).250 Despite his effeminate dress, Achilles is not represented in a
feminized manner, he is depicted rather heroically. This is perhaps signalling that
Achilles was such a heroic and masculine figure a disguise that would be effeminate for
another man in antiquity to wear is in fact emphasizing his masculinity (similar to the
effect Priapus’ chiridota has). Achilles is depicted in the centre of this painting and his
clothing falls off of him, revealing his true identity to the other figures in the scene.251
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One of the daughters of the king of Skyros, likely Achilles’ lover Deidamia (located in
the middle ground to the right), appears to run towards him, her clothing also falling to
display her exaggerated backside.252 Significantly, both stories share the common feature
of producing heroic offspring: Deidameia gives birth to Achilles Neoptolemus and Auge
to Telephus.253 In bearing heroic offspring rather than monstrous offspring, this room
may be juxtaposing the subjects from the wall-paintings in room p, the greater
significance of which I will discuss shortly.254

Figure 15: Achilles on Skyros. Located in room t, House of the Vettii. Retrieved
from:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_the_Vettii#/media/File:Achille_a_Sciro2.JPG

3.5

Room x1: Male-Female Sex Scenes

Room x1 provides the most graphic examples of sex scenes in the House of the Vettii (see
Figures 16-18). Room x1 likely belonged to the house’s cook, since it was adjacent to the
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kitchen.255 Since this room received its own unique decoration, it is commonly thought
that the Vettii held their cook in high esteem.256 There are three explicit sex scenes in this
room which were all painted in the same style as the tabellae found in the Pompeian
lupanar (see Figure 19).257 There is also a small painting of an owl on the southern wall
of this room—potentially symbolising good fortune in sex.258
The first sexual scene is on the west wall of this room.259 This painting shows a
male figure lying on his back resting on a heavy cushion, propping himself slightly up on
his left elbow (see Figure 17).260 The female figure, wearing only a breast band, is shown
straddling her male partner with her buttocks resting on the male figure’s mid-thigh.261
She is shown leaning forward while resting her right hand on the male figure’s head
while he reaches up to her left shoulder with his right arm.262 All elements in these three
paintings are at their simplest: the little clothing the woman wears in this image appears
flimsy, the bed’s legs are not well executed, and the shadows that appear in this scene are
of poor quality.263 The sex scene on the east wall inverts the position of the male-female
pair on the west wall (see Figure 18).264 The female figure is shown reclining on a bed,
while the male figure in this scene kneels facing her.265 Her right leg is stretched out
along the bed and she raises her left leg up over her male partner’s right shoulder.266 The
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female figure’s face is illustrated in a three-quarter view and displays a calm
expression.267 Unfortunately, due to paint losses, only the outline of the male figure’s
profile is visible.268 The third and final sex scene, located on room x1’s north wall, is
almost completely erased due to poor preservation.269
Some scholars initially thought that this room may have also served as a
brothel.270 This claim is unsubstantiated, but not impossible. Brothels were not a
particularly profitable business in Pompeii due to the low prices necessary to acquire a
sex-worker—usually equal to a common cup of wine.271 Also, the Vettii would likely
have been careful to avoid engaging in any sort of business within their domicile.272 As
they were freedmen, this would run the risk of individuals associating them with their
servile origins.273 Furthermore, it seems unlikely that one of the Vettii’s slaves turned
this room into a brothel. This room is not isolated and if a brothel was functioning out of
this room, it is probable that the Vettii would have known about it. Given how statusconscious they seem, if they knew the room was being run as a brothel by a slave against
their wishes they would not have ignored it. The detriment of ruining their hard-earned
reputation does not seem to be worth the benefit of allowing a slave to run a brothel out
of their house. The money earned would have been minimal and it would not have
benefitted the Vettii in any significant way. Additionally, the majority of Roman slaves
would have wanted to demonstrate loyalty and obedience to their masters, so if the Vettii
were against this room functioning as a brothel it would be unlikely to happen, but not
impossible.274 Moreover, if a slave were to deceive his owners and run a brothel without
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their knowing, the anxiety of a surprise inspection from the slaveowner might thwart
this.275 On the other hand, perhaps the Vettii did not care enough to stop one of their
slaves from running a brothel. Aristocratic society would have viewed the Vettii as
servile still, despite their freedmen status.276 Perhaps this resulted in the Vettii letting this
particular slave do whatever he or she wanted with their room (for instance, the graffito
found in room a of the House of the Vettii is suggestive of a female slave acting as a sexworker from within the house, which I will discuss shortly).
When the remainder of the house’s artistic programme is taken into account—a
programme that is filled with overly complex mythological cycles and improbable
comminglings of gods and demigods—it is evident that the Vettii were adventurous and
eccentric patrons.277 Considering the overall offbeat eclecticism in the House of the
Vettii’s wall-paintings, this room comes as a shock for both viewers and scholars.278 It is
unusual that wealthy patrons such as the Vettii commissioned a painter to decorate a
ground-floor room with badly painted, rather explicit sex scenes.279 That said, it is
possible that the slave who lived in this room commissioned these wall-painting themself.
Slaves had a peculium, an allowance, that they could use for conducting a variety of
commercial transactions including personal purchases, and ancient sources attest that the
material used to create interior and exterior domestic decorations could be adjusted to
control the expense of the work.280 There is evidence that slaves had the ability to
improve and enhance the cellae, or rooms, they were expected to live in, although these
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enhancements were typically modest.281 Given the poorer quality of painting in this
room, this seems like a plausible explanation of the inclusion of these images in the
House of the Vettii’s decorative programme.
The wall-paintings in room x1 were all done on white-ground, likely for financial
reasons, and to make the room appear brighter as its only light source was from its one
narrow doorway.282 The figures in these wall-paintings were painted hastily and were all
completed in a simple colour scheme of porphyry red, red ocher, and yellow ocher.283
The painter divided the walls in this room into three horizontal zones and three vertical
zones using wide red bands.284 However, due to the low height of the ceiling, the
paintings take up nearly half of their panels despite being relatively small in size.285
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Figure 16: View of room x1 from doorway. The third wall-painting that is
indecipherable is visible, as well as decorative horizontal and vertical lines. Retrieved
from: John R. Clarke, Looking at Lovemaking: Constructions of Sexuality in Roman Art
100 B.C. – A.D. 250 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 171.
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Figure 17: First of three male-female sex scenes in room x1, House of the Vettii.
Retrieved from: Caroline Vout, Sex on Show: Seeing the Erotic in Greece and Rome
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2013), 116.

Figure 18: Second of three male-female sex scenes in room x1, House of the Vettii.
Retrieved from: John R. Clarke, Looking at Lovemaking: Constructions of Sexuality in
Roman Art 100 B.C. – A.D. 250 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 173.
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3.6

Erotic Themes in the Wall-Paintings

It is important to recognize that not all scholars agree that it is right to read deep meaning
into wall-painting programmes; however, that does not mean that this is not a fruitful
endeavour.286 While some scholars argue that wall-paintings were formulated within a
consistent programme that reflected deeply held moral and religious beliefs, other
scholars are more cautious and suggest that reading a deeper meaning into domestic wallpaintings should be avoided.287 While it is ultimately impossible to know whether or not
the Vettii (or the artist behind the wall-paintings) intended that they contain symbolism or
deeper meanings, that does not mean that interpreting the wall-paintings for coded
symbolism is without value. Domestic wall-paintings were rarely intended to be only for
the personal viewership of their patrons.288 The subjects depicted in these wall-paintings
were deliberately chosen to impress viewers and impart lasting impressions on
visitors.289 For these reasons, it seems more than worthwhile to analyze these subjects for
their meanings and to ask why the Vettii chose these particular images to represent their
tastes and home.
It can be difficult to identify evidence for widespread themes within a house’s
decorative scheme.290 Additionally, it must remain a hypothetical that the Vettii chose
the decorative programme for their house by themselves without external influence.291 It
is possible that a professional painter or iconographer set the decorative programme—a
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practice documented in the Renaissance.292 While there are signs of unity in the House of
the Vettii’s decorative programme, no single programme can explain the subjects.293
Rather, there are independent subsystems and thematic harmony between the rooms.294
There are a few possible explanations for the immense display of disconnected images
that decorated their house.295 For instance, if the Vettii indeed hired a professional
iconographer or let the head of their painter’s workshop decide what images to display, it
is possible the Vettii were pleased as long as the painter decorated their house in an
aristocratic, intellectual style designed to impress viewers.296 It is also important to note
that despite these wall-paintings being featured in a domestic context, we cannot fully
consider there viewership to be private.297 The chosen subjects were meant to impress
visitors, in addition to demonstrating their owners’ personal preferences and moral
judgements.298
There are numerous overarching themes evident in the House of the Vettii’s wallpaintings. These themes include: erotic abandonment, demigods that use sexual violence
against mortal women, illicit desire, and punishment. Additionally, some of the themes
the Vettii utilize are seemingly used only to provide a direct contrast to other themes. For
instance, myths with happy endings are contrasted with myths with tragic endings,
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divinities are contrasted with mortals, and in some of the wall-paintings, clothed figures
are contrasted with nude figures through careful concealment or revealment by means of
clothing.
In both rooms p and t, there are mythological and divine characters that
experience erotic abandonment. The theme of abandonment is one the Vettii displayed
throughout their house. In fact, many other wall-paintings in their house featured heroes
or gods who were abandoned, but nonetheless achieved greatness.299 Deidamia is an
example of a character that experiences erotic abandonment. Achilles, her lover,
abandons her when he leaves Skyros to go fight in the Trojan War.300 While he says that
he will come back for her, his death leaves her abandoned with their son, Achilles
Neoptolemus.301 Her abandonment is not depicted in full in room t, but it is hinted at by
depicting a scene that occurs just before Achilles leaves Skyros. Additionally, in the wallpainting of Achilles and Deidamia in room t, Deidamia appears distraught at Achilles’
identity being revealed (presumably because she knows that he now must leave her).
Another notable figure who experiences erotic abandonment in the House of the
Vettii is Ariadne. The figure of Ariadne in room p is depicted after she is abandoned by
Theseus and is found by her soon-to-be husband Dionysus.302 While it is unclear what
the meaning behind this theme is, it is nonetheless noteworthy as it appears throughout
the House of the Vettii. Perhaps the Vettii were symbolizing to the viewers of these
paintings that, like some of the subjects of these abandonments, they too were able to
achieve financial success and greatness despite their humble origins.
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Another interesting, albeit distasteful, theme in the House of the Vettii is
demigods that threaten or use sexual violence against mortal women. This is not unique
to the House of the Vettii; divine power was often conflated with sexual power in both
ancient Greek and Roman art.303 In fact, both sex and sexual desire were central to
ancient Greek and Roman mythology.304 These images represent the potential
destructiveness of divine will as well as abhorrent aspects of sex.305 Also, by depicting
violent scenes through the action of gods, it perhaps allows ancient viewers to look at
certain subjects through a lens that shows that actions like this are inhuman—reserved for
mythological figures such as gods, centaurs, and satyrs.306 Although Priapus threatens
sexual violence against thieves and trespassers, he is not a demigod so he falls on the
border of this theme, but his presence and sexually violent nature should nonetheless be
noted for this discussion.
Room t in particular displays the theme of demigods that use sexual violence
against mortal women. The two wall-paintings in this room both either allude to or
explicitly display male demigods using violence against women. In the image of Hercules
and Auge, Hercules is depicted drunk and approaching Auge in a violent manner, about
to rape her. This scene is rather disconcerting to say the least. Auge is shown frightened,
seeking comfort in someone’s arms. Her figure is positioned at the lower left corner of
the wall-painting—she is cowering from Hercules as far as the physical frame of this
wall-painting will allow. Hercules is depicted extending his club slightly towards her in
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an observably threatening and frightening manner. The positioning of his club was likely
meant to serve as an extension of his phallus, similar to the purpose of the shepherd’s
crook in the image of Priapus in room b. While Achilles’ scene is much less threatening,
in fact it lacks any overtly threatening imagery at all, it is still worth noting as during his
time on Skyros he has intercourse with Deidamia, which in many versions of the myth is
characterized as a rape.307 Both these scenes are suggestive of masculinity overpowering
femininity.308 While the scene of Achilles lacks any immediate danger to a female figure,
it shows Achilles’ feminine dress falling off him—a deliberate sign of masculinity, in
some form, overpowering femininity.309 Both scenes also share the commonality of
heroic offspring: Achilles Neoptolemus and Telephus.310 There is one more notable
scene of a demigod displaying sexual violence against a mortal woman in room p in the
panel of Ariadne. While this scene also lacks any explicit violence, it seems that Ariadne
is frightened. She covers her face and turns her body away from the viewer as if she is
trying to hide. Dionysus stands to her left and appears non-threatening. However, it is
important to note that while in some versions of this myth, their union is referred to as a
marriage, in other versions it is characterized as a rape.311 While violence against mortal
women, especially sexual violence, was unfortunately a common occurrence in both
ancient Greek and Roman mythology (and society as a whole), it is interesting that the
Vettii displayed so many of these themes in their house.312 It is possible they chose these
myths to allude to aristocratic society and show their viewers that they were cultured
intellectuals as they too had knowledge of Greek mythology. It is also possible that they
displayed this imagery to showcase the increased power they now had as freedmen.313
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While as slaves, they would have been on the receiving end of violence, as freedmen they
would have had a much higher status and would not have to worry about this.
A further prominent theme in the House of the Vettii’s wall-paintings are illicit
desires.314 This theme is shown particularly in rooms p and t. In room p there are two
notable figures, Pasiphae and Ixion, that display illicit desire. Pasiphae infamously
desires a white bull sent by Poseidon, while Ixion desires Hera. Both of their desires lead
them to engage in sexual intercourse with a figure or thing that should not be desired.
These stories are further tied together as both unions result in the birth of monsters.
Pasiphae gives birth to the Minotaur, while Ixion’s union with the cloud lookalike of
Hera results in the creation of the centaurs.315 Both of these myths are also connected to
Theseus as he fights in the Centauromachy and slays the Minotaur (he is also the one who
abandons Ariadne on Naxos—the final panel in this room).316 The hubris displayed by
Pasiphae and Ixion result in monstrous beings, a warning for individuals to stay within
their appropriate limits—and perhaps to serve as a reminder to the Vettii not to overstep
in their own societal boundaries. Also, the three panels in this room’s connection with
Theseus does not seem coincidental. There potentially is symbolism in his double
paternity that the Vettii are adopting. Like Theseus, they have a double parentage or
heritage of sorts.317 The Vettii have their previous heritage/origin of slavery and a second
heritage as freedmen. Perhaps the underlying presence of Theseus in this room is alluding
to this while also displaying their newfound status by showing they are aware of classic
Greek myths that the Roman aristocracy would have similarly been knowledgeable of.
Room t also features illicit desire through Hercules’ lust for Auge. While Auge has no
choice in her coupling with Hercules, Hercules is not supposed to have sex with a
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priestess of Athena as she is a virgin goddess and her priestesses would have been
expected to remain virgins as well.318 Yet, similar to Pasiphae and Ixion, he does not
restrain himself.
According to some scholars, it may be useful to compare a gender focus with
ancient slavery in analyzing these wall-paintings as both feature the various power
dynamics that can occur in relationships.319 While initially this perspective may seem a
bit far-fetched, there are interesting theories proposed that should not go undiscussed.
These theories do not seem entirely convincing, but they do nonetheless posit some
important questions concerning the House of the Vettii’s artistic programme. The
imagery in rooms with erotic decorative programmes reminds the viewer of Roman
slavery practices as the wall-paintings depict both corporal punishment and sexual
violence—reducing emphasis on gender differences and instead focusing on other ways
of representing social hierarchies.320 Many of the wall-paintings in the House of the
Vettii combine Greek mythological stories in various ways, each suggesting the status of
the owner in the role as dominus thereby requiring viewing some imagery in the context
of ancient slavery.321 Furthermore, Pentheus, Ixion, and Pasiphae share the commonality
of failing to respect a god’s divinity.322 Both Pentheus and Ixion attempted to subject a
divinity to sex or imprisonment only to receive torture as punishment.323 The contrast
between human and divine, which might function as an analogy between slave and
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Ibid, 562.
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Ibid. Severy-Hoven states: “Pentheus and Ixion tried to subject a deity to imprisonment or sex, only to
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freeperson, is highlighted by the scene of Dirce, who is punished for enslaving a
respectable mortal.324
The last room I will examine for underlying themes is room x1. While it is
impossible to determine the status of the women or men depicted in the wall-paintings in
this room, it is possible the women in these wall-paintings are sex-workers—not because
of what they are doing, but rather the context in which it takes place. That said, it is vital
to acknowledge that it is almost impossible to definitively label women as sex-workers in
ancient art.325 Overall, the distinction between a prostitute and a wife in art is
indeterminable.326 Furthermore, it is important to note that the couples in both scenes
appear to be making eye contact. Eye contact between couples, especially during erotic
scenes, is suggestive of a romantic connection of some sort. Additionally, it is possible
that the images in this room were meant to be fantastical.327 Rather than serve as a sexmanual for the room’s inhabitant or as images intended to arouse, these images may
allude to a different time period entirely, namely that of fifth century Greece.328 An
interesting possibility for these scenes is that they are meant to reference the Greek
sympotic revelries commonly depicted on Attic vases (see Figure 20).329 The striped
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Greek love for themselves and road-test their new classical bodies. Is this how the sex scenes in the House
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matter how hard archaeologists have argued for there being limited access to them—either that, or for bad
taste on the part of the patrons (usually, as in the case of the Vettii, ex-slaves who have won their liberty
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cushion shown in two of the three wall-paintings is a symbol of the Greek symposium.
The third wall-painting is indecipherable due to paint losses, but since the other two
scenes in this room feature the same cushions, it does not seem unreasonable to assume
that the third painting also featured this setting. Given the presence of little else in the
scene it is impossible to determine with certainty, but nevertheless the possibility should
not be ignored as it greatly impacts interpretations of the wall-paintings in this room. It is
possible that if this was meant to reference a Greek vase, the Vettii wanted to transport
whoever was viewing this to the fifth century BCE.330 Rather than bawdy representations
of sex, perhaps the Vettii were attempting to conjure up foreign, timeless, classical
imagery, thereby appealing to vanity, wit, and/or escapism, rather than sexual desire
alone.331 These paintings are certainly not in a particularly private part of the house, and
there is no way to determine if there would have actually been limited access to these
wall-paintings in practice, as archaeologists have been keen to suggest, although certainly
the number of people back in this space would not have been great.332 If these images
were meant to transport the viewer back to fifth century Greece, they may have been
placed as a form of escapism.333 For both the ancient Greeks and Romans, artwork could
function in each of these capacities and provided viewers with the opportunity to view
their reality from a third-party perspective.334
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Figure 19: Example of a tabella from a Pompeian brothel. Retrieved from:
https://www.historytoday.com/reviews/brothels-ancient-pompeii.

Figure 20: Attic Red Figure vase depicting a symposium. Retrieved from:
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fviaappia.tumblr.com%2Fpost%2F134528274887%2Fdetail-of-a-terracotta-kylix-drinkingcup-
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with&psig=AOvVaw3fsW4xz9Tm4KxfuwiyCTFd&ust=1643742827049000&source=i
mages&cd=vfe&ved=0CAgQjRxqFwoTCPDE7cnZ3PUCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAK

3.7

Erotic Graffiti

Graffiti is a prominent form of evidence for Roman sexual humour, sexual
services, and erotic discourse in general.335 It is mostly preserved in situ and survives on
numerous Pompeian walls.336 The House of the Vettii has two examples of sexual
graffiti. While there is more sexual graffiti located in the streets and alleyways
surrounding the house, I will not be looking at these examples since they are not
connected to the house itself. This graffiti must be analyzed carefully as Roman sexual
humour is complex and we cannot know definitively what the distinction is between
colloquial humour and verbal abuse in ancient Rome.337 There are some issues
surrounding ancient graffiti that are important to address—a prominent one being the
question of literacy.338 Because literacy in antiquity was not limited based on gender or
social standing, this makes the issue a bit more difficult.339 It is also important to note
that even if someone was illiterate, it is possible they were able to ascertain the meaning
of a particular graffito through another person’s recitation.340 The first erotic graffito I
will look at is located in room v of the House of the Vettii, on the wall near the
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doorway.341 It reads: “Eros cinedae” or “Eros is a cinaedus”.342 The graffito has been
scratched out, but nonetheless remains legible.343 Cinaedus is a term for which no precise
English equivalent exists.344 Cinaedi were men who wore perfume and curled their hair
and also wore bright colours.345 They were apt to be anally penetrated and enjoy it, but
cinaedi were also said to be overly sexually active with women (especially orally).346
The cinaedus’ two defining characteristics were that he had abrogated the outward signs
of masculinity, and that he had no sexual self-control, pleasuring everybody.347 Eros was
a common name for male slaves and indicates that Eros may have been a slave in the
House of the Vettii or a slave in another house or sex-worker that someone in the house
visited.348 While penetration was normal for free males, a masculine act, and honourable,
being penetrated was seen as normal for females and slaves, an effeminate or servile act,
and shameful.349 This graffito may have served as an advertisement for his sexual
services, but it also may have served as invective against Eros. Anal penetration, though
normal for a slave, was not the only insulting factor in taunting someone as a cinaedus.
Sexual material in graffiti is commonly attributed to male writers, despite the
inability to truly know the writers’ gender.350 This makes the following inscription
particularly interesting as it is commonly attributed to a female writer. Located in room a
of the House of the Vettii is an inscription that reads: “Eutychis <<Graec>>a a(ssibus)

Severy- Hoven, “Master Narratives,” 564.
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a slave.
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Levin-Richardson, “Facilis hic futuit,” 61-62. Sexual acts were also judged and defined by their ability
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II moribus bellis” or “Eutychis, Greek, nice-mannered, for two asses”.351 Eutychis was
likely a female slave living in the domicile and working for the Vettii.352 While it is
possible that someone else wrote this inscription in her name or about her, it is also
possible that she herself wrote this graffito and was advertising her skills as a sex-worker.
If this is true, this would support the idea that room x1 may have functioned as a brothel
and was indeed a cella meretricia.353 More likely, Eutychis was a casual sex worker
trying to make a bit of money over and above her peculium, and advertising this fact in a
graffito. If Eutychis wrote this graffito herself, then this is a rare example of female
sexual agency in graffiti, making this example particularly significant.354

In conclusion, I have completed an examination of the erotic evidence in the
House of the Vettii. Overall, the House of the Vettii’s artistic programme is rather chaotic
and was filled with numerous figures and themes.355 I analyzed the wall-painting of
Priapus in room b, the wall-paintings in room n (Dirce and Pentheus), the wall-paintings
in room p (Ixion, Ariadne, and Pasiphae), the wall-paintings in room t (Hercules and
Achilles), and the three explicit sex scenes in room x1 (of which only two are legible).
Also, I studied the themes in the House of the Vettii’s decorative programme in order to
provide the most extensive interpretation of these wall-paintings. I identified several
themes in the decorative programme including: erotic abandonment, demigods that use
sexual violence against mortal women, illicit desire, and punishment. Lastly, I studied the
erotic graffiti found within the domicile. By studying the erotic evidence in the House of
the Vettii, I have provided an in-depth investigation of the symbolism of these wallpaintings and, potentially, the messages that the Vettii were attempting to convey through
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their wall-paintings as well as the potential purposes of the erotic graffiti found in the
house and their implications. Through this analysis, it is evident that the erotic evidence
from the House of the Vettii informs interpretation of the domicile greatly. Much can be
learned from the erotic evidence about the Vettii and their aspirations.
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Chapter 4

4

Conclusion

I chose to study the erotic evidence in the House of the Vettii’s artistic programme and
graffiti in order to facilitate increasing discussion in these areas (which surprisingly some
scholars today are still apprehensive to debate), despite the very real merit of erotic or
sexual evidence, art, and artefacts in classical studies.356 While modern scholarship is
much less anxious about the public access to “obscene” materials—materials that
explicitly depict sexual images, acts, or writings—than previous scholarship, censorship
is still a pervasive problem and is reflected in modern anxiety towards these texts and
images.357
Sex and sexuality have a history, one that deserves to be acknowledged as it can
greatly affect interpretations of ancient Roman society, culture, morality, and social
perceptions of normative behaviours.358 While it is impossible to completely place sex
and sexuality back into their original context (as we cannot see first-hand how ancients
interacted with these subjects nor can we interpret them in their wholly original
environments) this does not diminish the importance or validity of these topics.359 The
differences in modern and ancient artistic heritage, moral heritage, theological beliefs,
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and social attitudes make adopting an entirely ancient lens unfeasible.360 But we can still
learn from these themes.361
For the ancient Greeks and Romans, sex was never hidden.362 Art with sexual
imagery allows us to examine our relationship with the past, Rome’s relationship with
other ancient cultures, and their society’s relationship with their own legal and moral
principles.363 Sexual imagery was not limited to one medium, location, or social category
in ancient Rome; such images and themes were found in all levels and places in society
and influenced how the ancient Romans interacted with their environment. Sexual
imagery is important to study and should not be considered “obscene,” because these
images and subjects were found all over Roman society.364
While I did not come to any startling conclusions in this work, mine is the first
scholarly piece to look at all the erotic evidence from one house. By analyzing the erotic
content from a single Roman dwelling, specialized knowledge and information can be
gained regarding how these remains might have been interpreted in antiquity and how
their presence informs interpretations of life in ancient Rome.
The House of the Vettii’s wall-paintings were completed in the Fourth Style,
likely by a single workshop after the earthquake of 62 CE.365 The wall-paintings in room
b (Priapus), room n (Pentheus and Dirce), room p (Ixion, Pasiphae, and Ariadne), room t
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(Hercules and Achilles), and room x1 (three male-female sex scenes) contained
overarching themes of erotic abandonment, demigods that use sexual violence against
mortal women, illicit desire, and fantasy. The erotic graffiti in the House of the Vettii
may have served as advertisements of sexual services of either an individual living in the
house or services from individuals outside the house that people living in the domicile
sought out. They might also be invective. Overall, the House of the Vettii boasts a rather
chaotic and eccentric decorative programme, one that is filled with explicit and implicit
sexual imagery. This artistic scheme, taken together with the sexual graffiti found within
the house, can provide information on the inhabitants of the House of the Vettii and life
in ancient Rome as a whole.
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